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It's Easter! Time for another holiday adventure!When the wind brings Natalia another babushka
just like the ones her Baba used to wear, the young girl goes on a magical journey to a
springtime in the past and discovers the Easter traditions of her Ukrainian heritage.

About the AuthorVera Buzarovska (b.1931 Bitola - d.2013 Skopje) began her writing career in
1962, publishing more than forty works of prose and poetry for both adults and children. Her
novels center mainly on the fate of women in a patriarchal society. Of particular note is the novel
Akcilnica (1974; The Last Summer in the Old Bazaar), a powerful autobiographical story of the
author's childhood and her home town Bitola in the period before and during the Second World
War. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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To my three children: Symret, my spring pysanka; Natasha, my winter kolach; and Jacob-
Joshua, my summer sonechko. To my baba, Tessie Woznakowski, born in 1890 in the village or
region of Zupkova in the Ukrainian province of Sokal. And to my dido, Stefan Dubyk, who was
born in 1888 in the village of Perespa, Sokal and emigrated from Ukraine to Canada in 1912.
lhey were married in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan in 1913. And to the descendants of the Dubyk
and Muta/a families-especially my dear late sister, Evelyn Dahl, my father, August Muta/a, and
my mother, Sophie Muta/a (nee Dubyk), for being the special baba in my story. Baba's
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-:;, 8 -:_:. Ukrainian people first came to Canada during the late 1800s. Babushka is the Russian
word for "old woman" often used to describe the headscarves worn by those early· immigrants.
Fustka [foostka] is the Ukrainian slang word for headscarf and khustka is the more formal



spelling of the same word. When I was growing up, my family called this kind of scarf a
babushka so that is the word I have used throughout. -."' the resurrection of Christ and the hope
of eternal life. It is also a celebration of?Easter is the most important religious rite for Ukrainians,
celebrating as it doesi1spring and the renewal oflife. ~~ G~ ~;~ ~i!J ~~ ~~ ~;~ ~i!J ~~ ~~ ~-~ ~-~
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he sweet scent of blossoms near the back pond drew Natalia closer. It was an almost perfect
day-the snow had melted and spring was definitely in the air. The pond behind her parents'
farmhouse still had a thin crust of ice, unsafe to skate on at this time of the year, the surface
slushy with water.

A Magical Ukrainian Christmas (Baba’s Babushka Book 1), A Magical Ukrainian Wedding
(Baba’s Babushka Book 3)

The book by Marion Mutala has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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